Asking Questions

Turn the sentence into a question using “did.”

1. The scammer promised Silvia a job in the government.

2. The scammer offered José the secret to getting a job.

3. The scammer asked Sam to pay $500 in advance.

4. Dina ignored the scammer's promises.

5. Jeff helped other people not get scammed.
Asking Questions – Answer Key

Turn the sentence into a question using “did.”

1. The scammer promised Silvia a job in the government.
   
   Did the scammer promise . . .

2. The scammer offered José the secret to getting a job.

   Did the scammer offer . . .

3. The scammer asked Sam to pay $500 in advance.

   Did the scammer ask . . .

4. Dina ignored the scammer's promises.

   Did Dina ignore . . .

5. Jeff helped other people not get scammed.

   Did Jeff help . . .